This article presents a brief survey to visual simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) systems applied to multiple independently moving agents, such as a team of ground or aerial vehicles, a group of users holding augmented or virtual reality devices. Such visual SLAM system, name as collaborative visual SLAM, is different from a typical visual SLAM deployed on a single agent in that information is exchanged or shared among different agents to achieve better robustness, efficiency, and accuracy. We review the representative works on this topic proposed in the past ten years and describe the key components involved in designing such a system including collaborative pose estimation and mapping tasks, as well as the emerging topic of decentralized architecture. We believe this brief survey could be helpful to someone who are working on this topic or developing multi-agent applications, particularly micro-aerial vehicle swarm or collaborative augmented/virtual reality.
Introduction
Visual simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [1, 2] is a key technique that has been receiving significant interests from computer vision, robotics, and augmented reality communities. With one or multiple video cameras, visual SLAM can be used for estimating the ego motion of the camera itself and reconstructing the 3D map of the usually unknown environments. Both the ego motion and the 3D map are critical to marker-less augmented reality [3] , autonomous navigation for robotics [4] . Comparing with SLAM techniques using other sensors like LiDAR, a visual SLAM system uses video cameras which are usually light, cheap, and contains rich visual information, and is more suitable for platforms of low cost and limited payload.
In the last decade, visual SLAM has developed quickly and is growing as a mature technique that has been successfully applied to several commercial products such as Microsoft's Hololens headset 1 
, Google
Project Tango tablet 2 . The top two operation systems for cellphones, Android 3 and iOS 4 , are also attempting to include the visual SLAM technique as a middleware to enable augmented reality experience for users 1 Microsoft Hololens. 2 Google Project Tango. 3 Google ARCore. 4 Apple ARKit. with consumer-grade cellphones. Visual SLAM has also been successfully applied to consumer-grade drones. For example, several models of DJI's quadrotors, such as Mavic Air, Phantom 4, are equipped with visual SLAM systems for reliable navigation in GPS-denied environments. Visual SLAM has also become increasingly popular on ground robotics, and autonomous driving cars because of its low-cost sensors and great potential on perception, though LiDAR-based SLAM dominates those areas traditionally.
Though there are plenty of methods or systems developed for visual SLAM, only a few of them focus on purposes that involve multiple agents. Those agents may be a team of moving ground vehicles, flying drones, or a group of people that use different AR devices in the same environment. In such kind of circumstances, the agents should not only work independently without keeping aware of the movement of other agents, or the 3D maps produced by other agents. For example, a flying drone in a group needs to know not only the pose of itself for trajectory control, but also the poses of other drones for collision avoidance or path planning. Three dimensional maps produced from different drones are required to be fused to speed up the mission of exploration. For multi-user augmented/virtual reality (AR/VR), the user should also know the state of other users, and different users should be put into a unified coordinate system such that virtual objects can be seamlessly displayed at different individual devices. All those issues mentioned above therefore require the visual SLAM systems in different devices working collaboratively with each other, so that individual systems could share common information, to solve the localization and mapping problems simultaneously for multiple agents, usually within a global coordinate system.
In this article, we investigate collaborative visual SLAM for multiple agents. We briefly review the history about visual SLAM and then provide a rough taxonomy of existing approaches to collaborative visual SLAM. After that, we discuss about two major approaches: filter-based approach and key-frame based approach, as well as the key components such as pose estimation and mapping involved in developing a collaborative visual SLAM system. Finally, we discuss about the emerging topic of decentralized architecture. To our best knowledge, this is the first survey on multi-agent SLAM that focuses on using mainly the video cameras.
A brief history of visual SLAM
SLAM has been being an important research topic in robotics community since the 1980s in the last century [5, 6] . It is a problem that needs to be solved when a robot is moving autonomously in an unknown environment. As the environment is unknown, the map requires to be built on-the-fly. Based on the map, the location (also the orientation) of the robot is also computed and fed into the control loop of motion planning of this moving robot. Since the localization problem and the mapping problem are typically solved simultaneously, this technique is usually called Simultaneous Localization and Mapping, or SLAM for short.
In the early stage of SLAM research, most works focus on using LiDAR as the primary sensor of a SLAM system. Since the beginning of this century, as the computational power of personal computers grows significantly and the Structure-from-Motion (SfM) [7] technique becomes mature in computer vision area, cameras gradually become a favorable sensor for SLAM problem because of its low costs, light weight, and rich information for perception. Visual SLAM, namely the SLAM system using the video cameras as the major sensor, becomes increasingly popular since the first real-time system [8] came out in
2003.
In this MonoSLAM system [8] , the visual measurements, or the feature points extracted on the image, are integrated into an extended Kalman filter (EKF) [9] to estimate the ego motion of the camera and the 3D 462 462 coordinates of those feature points. Since then, a large number of algorithms of visual SLAM have been proposed. Klein et al. proposed a PTAM system [10] , where they adopt a pipeline similar to that of SfM [11] while putting the time-consuming bundle adjustment into a separate thread to ensure the real time performance. In comparison with EKF-based visual SLAM system, this kind of methods that incorporate optimization (bundle adjustment [12] ) as the backbone are usually faster and more accurate if the same number of feature points are used. Hence this optimization-based approaches are widely used in the later visual SLAM systems, such as ORB-SLAM [13] -one of the most complete monocular/stereo visual SLAM system, CoSLAM [14] -a visual SLAM system for a group of independently moving cameras, RKSLAM [15] -a robust visual SLAM that handles fast camera motions.
A typical visual SLAM system can be roughly classified into two parts. The first part (usually referred as the front end) involves mostly image processing, such as feature extraction from images, matching or tracking those features across different video frames. The second part (the back end) is in charge of geometric computation-converting those feature tracks into camera poses and 3D coordinates based on the theory of multiple view geometry. As described previously, the geometric computation can be implemented in two ways-through a filter [8, 16, 17] or a nonlinear least squares optimizer [18, 19] . Additionally, there are also issues about detection of revisited places to eliminate accumulated errors (loop closure) [20] or recover the failure (re-localization) [21, 22] .
Some recent methods operate directly on pixels without feature extraction [23, 24] . This kind of methods are known as direct approach. Experimental results show that the direct approach may lead to higher accuracy if the photometric calibration of the camera is well processed [25] . There are also semi-direct approaches [26, 27] that take the advantage of both sides to achieves good efficiency and accuracy simultaneously.
Classical visual SLAM methods that rely only on vision sensor-the video cameras-may easily fail in practical cases, when the camera undergoes pure rotation or small-parallax motion, or when sometimes the camera is moving in a texture less or dark scenes. It was not until the MEMS inertial measurement unit (IMU) has been integrated that visual SLAM becomes a reliable method for practical use. The inertial information (acceleration and angular rate) renders the scale observable and makes the system robust to missing or bad vision sensory inputs. Visual SLAM system aided with the IMU sensor is usually named as a visual-inertial navigation system [28] [29] [30] [31] . Currently, most commercial products integrated the IMU sensor as an extra aiding source for visual SLAM system to achieve better robustness and accuracy.
Though numerous visual SLAM methods have been proposed in recent years, most of them focus on the application to one single platform. While realizing a visual SLAM for a single platform is challenging enough, deploying a visual SLAM to multiple platforms involves more challenges.
Applications like a team of agents, such as drones, robots, and multiple-user devices are receiving a great of interest in recent years, especially when the fifth generation (5G) [32] of mobile networks are emerging.
It hence becomes an increasingly important research topic about deploying an efficient and reliable visual SLAM system for a team of agents. In the following sections we will review recent developments on collaborative visual SLAM and provide a rough taxonomy of existing approaches.
Existing approaches to collaborative visual SLAM
Requests for multiple agents (such as robots, AR/VR, and wearable devices) working together are becoming increasingly popular within different scenarios. The SLAM systems for multiple agents, have been receiving a great of interests since the last decade. Most works focus on using range sensors such as 463
Virtual Reality & Intelligent Hardware 2019 Vol 1 Issue 5：461-482 laser and sonars for multi-agent SLAM in the early stage, and attempt to use relative measurements (range and bearing) [33, 34] between different agents to estimate the overall state of all agents. As monocular visual SLAM is developing quickly and becomes increasingly robust, it is naturally to consider if visual SLAM could be deployed to multiple cameras, particularly a team of independently moving cameras.
Most collaborative visual SLAM systems adopt a centralized architecture, that means the systems consist of the agent-side frontends and one server-side backend. The frontends are usually responsible for the computation of the real-time states of agents that are critical for online applications. The backend in the server is usually in charge of map fusion, simplification, and optimization. Centralized architecture is easy to be implemented and deployed compared with the decentralized architecture that are investigated in several works [35, 36] . Existing approaches that adopt the centralized architecture are listed in (Table 1) .
Right after the first key-frame based monocular visual SLAM system [10] emerged, there was the first attempt to extend the monocular visual SLAM to two independently moving cameras [49] , one on the shoulder and one in hand as shown in (Figure 1 ). The PTAMM system, as an extension of PTAM, adopts two camera trackers that run simultaneously and feed key frames to the same map maker that optimizes both the 3D coordinates of the feature points and the six degree-of-freedom (6DoF) poses of the camera trajectories. The system also stores local maps and reuses them when revisiting the same places.
We can see that the extension to multiple camera system is straightforward in the key frame-based framework, simply by adding extra camera trackers. All the major components, such as camera pose estimation, feature matching, triangulation, re-localization, and bundle adjustment remain the same as those of a monocular system. It has been shown that more powerful wearable AR application had been made by incorporating two independently moving cameras in the system. 2018 System * PTAMM [37] CoSLAM [14] * Multi-robot CoSLAM [39] * CSfM [40] C2TAM [42] * Flying Smartphones [44] * MOARSLA M [46] * CCM-SLAM [35] CVI-SLAM [36] Frontends Camera pose estimation Image acquisition 
Initialization
Two key frames by translation of one camera [10] Structure-from-motion [38] by cameras facing toward the same place As above Initialized by two key frames for each camera [41] Initialized by EKF for each camera [43] Filter initialization for each camera [45] Key-frame optimization [47] Two-frame initialization [13] Loosely-coupled visualinertial initialization [2] [48] Notes: * * It is an online system. Following the key-frame based framework, [14] presents a collaborative visual SLAM named as CoSLAM that supports twelve independently moving cameras. The situation becomes much more complicated than that of using only two cameras as in [49] . To fully explore the collaboration between cameras, CoSLAM [14] classifies cameras into different groups. The cameras in the same group need to have common field of views such that common feature points can be detected among those cameras.
Collaboration is done within the camera group by adopting inter-camera feature matching, pose estimation, and mapping. This work has demonstrated that the system works well even when there exists a large portion of moving objects in the image, if those cameras are synchronized. The system can also estimate the 3D trajectories of the moving feature points as shown in (Figure 2 ), rather than treating them as outliers as in typical visual SLAM systems. This is achieved by inter-camera mapping through triangulation of 3D moving points from their corresponding feature points in different views.
The system is then deployed to two cleaning robots [39] to automatically orbit a moving target in real time.
Each robot equips with a video camera sending images to the ground station. The ground station receives the images from both video cameras and runs the CoSLAM system ( Figure 3 ). It has demonstrated that, with the help of the real time camera poses and 3D feature trajectories of the moving target, the robots can be reliably controlled to orbit the moving target, even sometimes the target moves out of the field of view.
Though achieving impressive results, those systems heavily rely on the communication capability. The communication load becomes prohibitively high when the number of cameras increases, since all the video sequences need to be sent to the ground station in real time. Another disadvantage is that the computation power on each agent is totally wasted since all the computations are done in the server-the ground station.
A straightforward approach to reducing the reliance on communication is to put some computational components back to individual agents. Each agent needs to send only intermediate results instead of video streams to the sever. Those data are usually much smaller than the raw videos such that the communication [14] can estimate the 3D trajectories of moving points apart from localization and mapping.
Figure 2 Left: CoSLAM

Right: Twelve cameras are classified into different groups according to their common filed of views.
load will be significantly reduced. In the system presented in C2TAM [42] , each agent runs the camera tracker and sends all key frame images to a cloud server. The server uses those key frame images to compute the 3D local map for each agent, and fuse those maps if the same place has been recognized. It also runs bundle adjustment to refine those maps. The agent however needs to download the updated map information from the server from time to time for camera pose estimation and re-localization.
In CSfM [40] , a multi-agent visual SLAM system is developed in a similar way where each agent runs a monocular visual odometry (SLAM without loop closure) independently and sends the key frame data to a centralized sever at the ground station. The server uses the key frame data to compute the 3D local map for each agent. The key frame data however contain only the feature points on the key frame images as well as the relative poses between those key frames. Hence the communication load can be further reduced compared with that in C2TAM [42] . To obtain the absolute pose of the newly arrived key frame in the local server map, CSfM also estimates the unknown scale factor of the map from onboard visual SLAM system by comparing the difference between the relative poses of key frames computed onboard and in the server.
In CCM-SLAM [35] , each agent runs only visual odometry with limited number of key frames. The data of newly created key frames from the agents, including detected features, their descriptors, and 3D positions, are constantly sent to the server. The server constructs local maps from those key frames, trying to close the loop and merge the local maps by place recognition. Pose optimization and bundle adjustment are also applied in the server to further refine those maps. The agents constantly download the updated key frames from the server (even created from different agents) to augment the local map for better pose estimation.
The aforementioned systems rely on only vision sensors. While obtaining promising results in experimental tests, they may easily fail because of degradation of image quality when the environment does not contain enough textures or have a good illumination condition, when the cameras are rapidly moving. To improve the robustness, we may consider incorporating inertial sensors in the visual SLAM systems just like single-agent cases.
MOARSLAM [46] adopts a framework where the agent runs a monocular visual-inertial SLAM that leads to better accuracy and robustness. The loop closure running on the agent tries to match re-visited key frames stored in both the agent and the server. If the queried key frame is successfully matched in the server map, the system will download those surrounding key frames and integrate them into the local map on the agent. Similar to MOARSLAM [46] , CVI-SLAM [36] also incorporates inertial measurements in the visual SLAM system. But each agent runs visual-inertial odometry only and send the key frame data to the server for mapping related tasks.
In [44] , a collaborative SLAM system for several flying micro-aerial vehicles has been demonstrated as shown in (Figure 4 ). In this system, most of the computation is performed on a smartphone mounted on the drone, including state estimation, control and planning. The state estimation is achieved by running a Figure 3 CoSLAM was deployed to an online system [39] that consists of two ground robots with two wireless cameras to orbit the moving target.
visual-inertial odometry on the phone. The key-frame data from individual phones are then sent to a centralized server to fuse those individual maps into a global map.
Filter based approach vs Key-frame based approach
It is well known that there are two different frameworks for developing a visual SLAM system. One is based on Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), the other is based on key frame optimization. Both approaches have been applied in multi-agent visual SLAM systems as summarized in (Table 1) . We discuss the two approaches to facilitate the discussion about the key components in the next section.
Filter based approach
In a filter-based visual SLAM system, the unknown variables are estimated by an extended Kalman filter.
The state vector usually contains both the ego motion of the camera and the three-dimensional coordinates of the landmarks [51] . The camera pose estimation problem is solved through one iteration of the extended Kalman filter (including both the prediction and update steps). The iteration however also involves updating the 3D coordinates of those landmarks. It becomes inefficient when the number of landmarks is large. So the number of landmark features is limited to a small value in practice to ensure the real-time performance. This however usually leads to less accurate results than that of key-frame optimization approach [52] .
One strategy to avoid high computation costs in a filter-based visual SLAM system is to remove the landmarks from the state and keep both the current camera pose and historical poses. The observation model is revised by eliminating the dependence on landmarks, and converted into a new observation model that relies only on pose variables. More specifically, instead of using the perspective projection model, this strategy employs feature tracks to derive temporal constrains on the camera poses at different time instances. This approach, known as multi-state constraint Kalman filter (MSCKF) [16] , has become a major framework for designing a visual-inertial odometry system. Without the landmarks in the state vector, the update can be computed efficiently in spite of a great number of feature tracks involved. The comparison between the classic EKF approach and MSCKF approach can be better understood in ( Figure 5 ).
Key-frame based approach
Key-frame based approach is the most popular framework for visual SLAM. As shown in the early work [10] , it separates the camera pose tracking that requires real-time computation from the time-consuming mapping tasks in the key-frame based framework to make the visual SLAM system highly efficient. In this approach, camera pose estimation and mapping are solved alternatively. That means camera pose estimation is solved based on the result of mapping and vice versa. The key frame is a data structure that usually stores feature points detected on the image and their corresponding 3D points. With those 3D points from recent key frames and their corresponding feature points detected in the current image, we can solve the current camera pose by 3D-2D alignment, using Perspective-n-Point (PnP) algorithms [53, 54] or directly solve this problem through nonlinear least squares optimization. Mapping is done separately between different key frames by triangulation of corresponding feature points. Bundle adjustment usually runs in a parallel thread to refine the key-frame poses and the 3D map from time to time. The difference between filter-based approach and key-frame based approach is illustrated in Figure 6 .
Adopting whether the filter-based approach or a key-frame based approach largely depends on the specific applications. Generally speaking, filter-based approach is usually easier to be implemented and faster when the state dimension is well controlled or the MSCKF paradigm has been applied. Key-frame based approach usually leads to better accuracy because of its recursive optimization, but incurs significantly more computation than filter-based approach does. For application with limited computational resources, such as light-weight aerial vehicles and AR/VR headsets, filter-based approach may be more appropriate. But as the hardware is developing fast, key-frame based approaches could become more and more popular.
Key-frame based approaches are much easier to be extended to multi-agent settings. Most existing methods adopting key-frame based approaches simply send the key frames from the individual agent to the back-end server to do mapping tasks collaboratively. By contrast, the filter-based approach is however not trivial to be applied to a multi-agent SLAM system to enable "collaboration" among different agents since it is not straightforward to deploy a single filter on different agents. Hence the systems that adopt the filterbased approach also extract key frames to facilitate map fusion or collaborative pose estimation [42, 44] .
Key components of a collaborative visual SLAM
Similar to those of monocular ones, the main components of a collaborative visual SLAM can also be roughly divided into tasks related to camera pose tracking and tasks related to mapping. In contrast to monocular cases, those tasks in a multi-agent visual SLAM usually involve processing data from different agents. For example, common features extracted from different cameras are used together to estimate the camera poses and generate the 3D points. This kind of collaboration usually leads to better accuracy and robustness. We named such operations involving information from different agents/cameras as inter-agent/ camera operations. Those operations that involve information only from individual agent/camera are named intra-agent/camera operations. In what follows, we will discuss some ideas of implementing the key components in existing collaborative visual SLAM systems.
Collaborative pose estimation
Camera pose estimation is a fundamental task in a visual SLAM system. It requires to estimate 6DoF camera poses in real time. As aforementioned, camera pose estimation can be implemented by incorporating information from individual camera or different cameras. We named them as intra-camera pose estimation or inter-camera pose estimation.
Pose estimation is processed very differently in the two frameworks. Nevertheless, we will discuss the pose estimation method in both filter-based and key-frame based approaches in the following sections.
The key-frame data structure is flexible to sharing information among different agent. As in [35, 36] systems, the key frames are sent to the server and can be download by other agents. That means each agent is able to use key frames produced by other agents for pose estimation, leading to better accuracy and robustness. If the video cameras mounted on different agents are synchronized, an inter-camera pose estimation [14] using current video frames from different cameras can be applied. This pose estimation method takes both the static points and moving points into account and allows robust pose estimation even when there are a large portion of moving objects in the scene. The 3D motion of the feature points on the moving objects can be also obtained with multiple view geometry. This could be better understood in (Figure 7) .
Though the camera pose estimation is addressed quite differently in filter-based approaches and key-frame based approaches. Both approaches have been proved to be effective and efficient when applied in monocular visual SLAM systems. But in the multi-agent setting, it is not straightforward for filter based approaches to exchange the map information among different agents, since the map stored in the state of the filter [8] is usually sparse and a large number of map points are discarded to restrict the dimension of the state. It hence requires an additional mapping component that works the same as the key-frame based approach to generate keyframe based maps.
Collaborative mapping
As aforementioned, probably the best way to represent a map in a multi-agent visual SLAM system is using a set of key frames, where each key frame stores 2D feature points with their descriptors and 3D coordinates, sometimes with the raw images. The camera poses of key frames and their topological connections are also stored, usually referred as pose graph [55] . Though there are other ways such as using stochastic map and 3D point clouds, the advantage of using a key-frame based map is that it compactly stores the necessary information for mapping related tasks such as map fusion and refinement.
Mapping tasks mainly involve triangulating new 3D points from corresponding feature points from different frames. However, in a multi-agent visual SLAM system, the mapping tasks can be further classified into intra-camera mapping and inter-camera mapping. The former is similar to the mapping tasks in a monocular visual SLAM system, which uses only video frames from only one camera. The latter tries to use corresponding points from images captured by different cameras to generate map points. As shown in [14] , inter-camera will lead to better accuracy of relative pose estimation among different cameras.
To perform inter-camera mapping, one should firstly find out if those cameras are looking at the same place, and then using feature matching to establish point correspondences among different cameras. Another important mapping related task is loop closure. In fact, there are two kinds of loop closure:
intra-camera loop closure and inter-camera loop closure in a multi-agent visual SLAM system. Intracamera loop closure aims to find the revisited place for a single camera to reduce the drift error. Intercamera loop closure attempts to detect the overlaps in some specific regions among multiple individual maps for map fusion.
Both types of loop closures follow the same pipeline. The first step is to recognize the revisited places.
This process is usually referred as place recognition, which is done by evaluation of the similarity of two key frames. After two key frames have been successfully matched as the images captured from the same place, the second step is to compute the relative transforms between the two key frames and use the relative transforms as extra constraints to adjust the poses of those key frames. This is usually referred as pose graph optimization. After pose graph optimization, bundle adjustment is applied to further refine both the key-frame poses and the 3D coordinates of feature points. In the next section, we discuss about loop closure in multi-agent visual SLAM systems.
Loop closure
Place recognition & relative transform computation
Place recognition [56] is a fundamental task for detection of revisited area for loop closure or overlapping area for map fusion, through checking whether the two images are similar or not. A global descriptor is required to describe the image in order to match different images. For instance, we may use down-sampled images or tiny images as the global descriptors for comparison. For a given key frame, we may compare it with the tiny images of all key frames stored in the map [57] . If the cameras are moving in a small scene, this method is demonstrated to be highly efficient and effective. However, when the scene becomes large, it requires to use some kinds of indexing approaches to ensure the real-time performance. Bag of words techniques [58] are commonly used in such tasks. A place recognition method used in a visual SLAM system is DBoW2 [20] . This method uses the binary descriptors (BRIEF or ORB) and FAST corners as the feature points. Hence it is highly efficient. Comparing with Bag of words that adopt SIFT or SURF features, the DBoW2 matching method is about one order of magnitude faster. DBoW2 has become the dominant approach to place recognition in a single-agent visual SLAM system since the computational resource is often limited. However, as there is usually a powerful centralized server in a multi-agent system, we may consider to employ more advanced methods that are based on the deep neural networks [59] .
We need to obtain the relative pose between two frames for the next step of optimization after two images are successfully matched. The relative pose computation can be classified into three categories. The first one is 2D-2D matching. In this approach, we consider using only the information of those 2D feature points on the images. Five-point algorithm [60] is applied to estimate the essential matrix and RANSAC is also adopt to handle outliers. The relative pose between two frames is then extracted from the essential matrix through matrix decomposition. However, the translation of the relative pose is only determined up to a scale. It therefore requires to treat the scale of translation vector as an unknown variable to be further estimated in the next optimization step.
The second approach is by 2D-3D matching [61] , which exploits the fact that the key frames contain also corresponding 3D points. Like camera pose estimation, we can apply PnP algorithm to obtain the camera pose of one frame with respect to the 3D points from the other frame. In contrast to 2D-2D approach, the relative pose from 2D-3D approach is fully determined as a constraint for the next pose graph optimization.
The third approach is by 3D-3D matching, where the 3D point clouds are directly used for relative transform estimation. This approach is usually adopted in RGBD SLAM [62] and semi-dense visual SLAM systems [24] . The process of 3D-3D matching much resembles that of the 2D-2D matching, whereas the relative transform is computed directly from the two 3D point clouds after corresponding feature points have been founded. Another difference is that the relative transform is represented by a similarity transform instead of a rigid transform to account for the scale drift [61] . It has been demonstrated in [13] that by using similarity transform as relative transform constraints will lead to better address the scale drift problem.
Optimization
It requires to use optimization to refine both the camera poses and 3D structures after revisited places have been recognized for either intra-camera or inter-camera loop closure. Bundle adjustment is well known as the "Gold Standard" algorithm for the optimization problem of SfM. It is a nonlinear least squares solver applying Gaussian-Newton or Levenberg-Marquardt iterations, which may be easily trapped in a local minimum if the scale of the problem is large or the initial guess is not close to the real value. Hence we usually run pose graph optimization [63] before applying bundle adjustment so as to get a better initial guess. constraints [61] . It has been demonstrated in [13] that using similarity transforms could lead to better loop closure performance.
One important issue in pose graph optimization is that there may exist some outlier loop detections. The false loop detection may be caused by imperfect descriptors or perceptual aliasing. Perceptual aliasing means that different places may look very similar or exactly the same in scene. It happens frequently in daily environments. In such cases, false loop detections may exist even if the descriptor is perfectly designed. The outlier loop detections lead to incorrect relative pose constraints, hence will break the map if there are not well treated. To improve the robustness of pose graph optimization, we may increase the level of confidence for similarity matching by setting a high matching threshold. But this will significantly reduce the number of accepted loop detections. One way to find out the loop detection outliers is to exploit the prior about the relative transform between matched frames, which is available from the frontend on individual agent. The newly detected loops that are inconsistent with the predicted ones are treated as outliers. This method however will not work well for large loops because of the large uncertainty of prediction.
It becomes much more difficult to identify the outliers within inter-camera loop closures, since there is no prior information available about the relative pose between the matched frames.
Undetected outliers will break the 3D structures after optimization, which could be hardly recovered. One possible solution is to collect a set of loop detections and apply pairwise consistency checking to them [64] for outlier identification. The pairwise consistency checking can be demonstrated in (Figure 8 ). If two loop measures are consistent, one of them can be predicted by the other one using the intra-camera relative transforms from the front end. Using such kind of checking, a maximum subset of consistent loop measurements can be found by the maximum clip algorithm [65] from graph theory.
Bundle adjustment is finally applied to further refine both the camera poses of key frames and 3D coordinates of point clouds after pose graph optimization. This process is the same as that in a single-agent visual SLAM system. Bundle adjustment [12, 38] has been studied for many years.
There are many open source implementations [66] [67] [68] for solving bundle adjustment problem efficiently. Some systems [36, 44] use visualinertial SLAM as the front end. In that case, bundle adjustment needs to incorporate also the inertial measurements in the cost function. The inertial measurements can be obtained by pre-integration [69] to avoid repeated integration that costs a lot of computation.
Feature detection & matching
Detecting and matching feature points across different images are essential for both camera tracking and mapping tasks. There are several choices for feature points. One of the most popular feature points used in early systems [37, 42] are FAST corners [70] . Compared with other corner features like SIFT [71] or SURF [72] , FAST corners are highly efficient to be extracted since it involves only a set of binary comparisons with adjacent pixels. Usually, those FAST corners are described by small image patches around the corner positions.
With those image patches, the FAST corners can be tracked over frames as described in C2TAM [42] and MOARSLAM [46] . An alternative way to describe a FAST corner is using ORB features [73] instead of directly using the image patches. The ORB descriptor is an extension of BRIEF descriptor [74] with rotation invariance and robust to large view changes. It has been demonstrated in [13] that ORB feature is a reliable feature for pose estimation, mapping and loop detection.
If we want to get more stable feature extraction and tracking results, we may consider using the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) features [75] and use optical flow [76] to track those features. Though it involves more computational effort, however it can run efficiently with GPU acceleration as shown in [14, 39] . Using optical flow for feature tracking only works properly when the two images are close. In other words, it is only suitable for feature tracking in successive video frames captured by the same camera. To match the corresponding feature points across different viewpoints, usually a descriptor that is robust to large viewpoint change requires to be used. Though SIFT descriptor [71] is probably the most powerful feature descriptor, more efficient descriptors such as SURF [72] and ORB [73] are used for efficiency.
Another way to improve the efficiency of feature matching is through guided search. Such idea has been employed since the early visual SLAM systems. In a filter-based visual SLAM system [8, 16, 77] , the guided search is performed by firstly computing the range of possible locations of a landmark predicted from the current state variables. The range is usually decided by the prediction uncertainty, or the projection covariance matrix.It therefore reduces the searching area from the whole image to a small area surrounding the predicted location. The guided search in a key-frame based system is performed in a similar way but with an additional guided search using the updated camera pose for generating new map points. As the 3D coordinates of the unmapped point is unknown, the additional guided search is conducted along the epipolar line by comparing the image patches between the given point and the candidate point. In PTAM [10] and ORB-SLAM [13] , epipolar search is performed to triangulate new points among different key frames. In CoSLAM [14] , epipolar search is applied to different cameras to generate new map points.
Recently direct approaches [24, 25] have gained much attention in visual SLAM community because of its advantages on both accuracy and efficiency. Though it may be a good choice to run a direct approach on each agent, it is difficult to directly match pixels among different cameras to establish correspondences.
Hence if direct approaches are applied to multi-agent visual SLAM, more attention should be payed to the feature matching problem across different cameras.
Outlier rejection
Outlier rejection is critical to camera pose estimation. There two approaches to addressing the outlier rejection problem. The first one is through RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm [78, 79] . By randomly sampling a minimum set of 2D-3D corresponding points, we apply Perspective-n-Point (PnP) algorithm to compute the camera pose and check the consistency of the remaining corresponding points using the current pose estimate. The pose estimate from the minimum set that leads to the best consistency among all those random samples is used as final result. Those inconsistent corresponding points are removed as outliers. For pose estimation, the minimum number of corresponding 2D-3D points is three.
However, a larger number is usually used to achieve better estimates in practice.
Though RANSAC is robust to a large portion of outliers, or to sometimes severe outliers, it usually leads non-negligible computation costs especially the number of elements in the sampling set is large.
Sometimes we may use other sensors like inertial measurement units (IMU) [41] or state prediction [77, 80] to reduce the size of the sampling set. The second approach to outlier rejection is applying a robust estimator [81] for camera pose estimation. Comparing with RANSAC, robust estimator usually consumes less computation costs. The robust estimator can be easily implemented by a slight revision to an existing 473 nonlinear least squares optimizer. The robust estimator has been widely used in key-frame based visual systems. It however may easily fail when severe outliers or a large number of outliers present, as well as sometimes the initial estimate is not close to the real one. Hence sometimes we may combine RANSAC and robust estimator to make the system more robust. For example, we may run the robust estimator in the first pass and check the re-projection error after pose estimation. Usually, if the estimator fails, the reprojection error becomes noticeable large. In that case, RANSAC may be run in the second pass to rescue the pose estimation from failure.
It would be interesting to consider the outliers produced by the moving objects in the scene. There are in fact two kinds of outliers. The first kind of outliers are mainly caused by false feature matching, which in turn produces incorrect 2D-3D correspondences for pose estimation. The second kind of outliers come from the moving points in dynamic environments that contain moving objects. In this case, the 2D-3D correspondences may be correct, but since the 3D points are moving, their 3D coordinates are in fact changing overtime. If we still treat them as static points, it will lead to inconsistent pose estimates.
However, if we have multiple cameras with different viewpoints toward the target points, we can simultaneously update the 3D coordinates of those moving points and estimate the camera poses that are consistent with the static backgrounds as shown in Figure 7 .
But how can we identify the dynamic points from those real outliers? By exploring how points satisfy the geometric constraint in both temporal and spatial domains, the dynamic points and real outliers can be identified. This is based on the observation that, a static point should always meet the geometric constraint in both temporal and spatial domains given that the camera poses are correctly estimated. One rule to check if the geometric constraint is violated is to examine the re-projection error on the image. For a static point, if its 2D-3D correspondences are correctly obtained, the re-projection errors at all video frames, no matter from the same camera or different cameras, should be small values. As the moving points satisfy only the geometric constraint across different cameras at the same time instance, while violating the geometric constraint among different time instances, we may check the re-projection errors accordingly to identify the moving points. A pipeline for identify static points, moving points, and real outliers has been presented in [14] .
System initialization
There are two different ways for map initialization. The first way is done by each agent independently. A typical approach to map initialization is to use five-point algorithm [72] to the relative pose between the first two key frames and triangulate the initial 3D points from the corresponding feature points. We may also combine five-point algorithm with homography estimation to handle degenerated motion as described in [13] . Each agent initializes a local map independently. The local maps are fused once the overlaps between them are found by place recognition. The disadvantage of this approach is that there would be no global map for task planning for a long period before map overlaps being detected. The second way is done by all agents together as shown in [14] . This approach requires all the agents look at the same place in the scene.
Their relative poses are estimated from the images captured by different agents. The process is much like solving a structure-from-motion problem. We may use either a sequential SfM solver as in [14] or a global SfM solver [82, 83] to get both the initial poses of all cameras and the initial 3D point cloud.
Decentralized architecture
Most of existing multi-agent visual SLAM system adopt a centralized architecture with a powerful server 474 474
processing time-consuming computational tasks related to map optimization such as loop detection, pose graph optimization, and bundle adjustment. Sometimes such centralized server may not be available or the communication is only available among neighbor agents within limited distance. In such cases, it is better to deploy a decentralized architecture.
It is much more difficult to deploy a decentralized architecture than a centralized one to a multi-agent visual SLAM system. The major challenge is that the time-consuming computational tasks requires be distributed to different agents with limited onboard computational resources. It therefore involves designing complicate distributed algorithms to solve those computational tasks appropriately, which is not easy particularly for the map optimization tasks such as pose graph optimization, bundle adjustment. It is also important to consider the communication load to design the distributed algorithms. Different implementations could lead to totally different amount of information exchanged among agents as demonstrated in (Figure 9 ). We need to consider the strict bandwidth constraints when applying decentralized architecture. Another challenge is about the data consistency and synchronization among different agents. This issue becomes increasingly complicate with the growing number of agents. All aforementioned challenges prevent the decentralized architecture from being widely used in multi-agent visual SLAM systems, nevertheless there are still some notable progresses made in recent years.
The decentralized architecture present in DDF-SAM [84] allows the robots to exchange their summary map to each other. The summary map, comprising the commonly observed landmarks, is obtained by marginalization of non-shared variables of the local map. Each robot receives summary maps from neighboring robots (including the summary map from itself) and constructs a neighborhood map to solve the relative transforms between different local maps. Each local map is however optimized independently without using the marginalization information from others to avoid double-counting measurements. The architecture in DDF-SAM2.0 [85] combines the neighborhood map and the local map together and adopt a down-dating scheme to address the double-counting issue.
Though the architectures in DDF-SAM or DDF-SAM2.0 have been tested in planar scenarios with 2D landmarks measured by a range-bearing sensor, they have shortcomings to be applied to vison cases. The first one is that the number of variables to be marginalized could be extremely large. For example, there may be tens of thousands feature points in the local map, but only hundreds of them can be commonly observed by other robots. It therefore incurs a great amount of computational load to make the system highly inefficient. The second shortcoming is that the neighborhood map is construct and optimized at every agent. Construction of the neighborhood map means that the marginal information of neighboring robots needs to be transmitted to each other, leading to a high communication cost. Optimization at every agent is also a waste of computation resources, which becomes even worse if the number of agents involved becomes large.
Until recently the decentralized architecture was applied to visual SLAM systems. In [86] , a novel distributed algorithm is proposed to solve the pose-graph optimization problem. The idea is to adopt the iterative solver such as Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR) and Jacobi Over-Relaxation (JOR) [87] to solve the normal equation within iterations of the nonlinear least-squares optimization. Unlike direct solvers by matrix decomposition, iterative solvers are naturally suitable for distributed processing. It is demonstrated in [86] that the state of each robot can updated independently with only the Hessian sub-matrices related to neighboring robots. This approach has been applied to visual SLAM as shown in [88] . However, it still remains an open problem to develop distributed algorithms to another important task of map optimization.
Conclusion
In this article, we focus on multi-agent SLAM problem using the video cameras as the primary sensory inputs. After a brief history of visual SLAM techniques was described, a taxonomy of existing methods of multi-agent visual SLAM was presented, which includes the systems developed in the past ten years. As we can see, most existing approaches adopt a centralized architecture, where usually a powerful server is in charge of time-consuming mapping tasks by collecting key frame data from each agent. The map optimization results are sometimes sent back to each agent to improve the performance of the front-end visual SLAM. We find out that either pose estimation and mapping tasks in a multi-agent visual SLAM system can be divided into intra-camera operations or inter-camera operations, where the inter-camera operations are what we call "collaboration". Based on this observation, we discuss the ideas of implementing several key components: collaborative pose estimation, collaborative mapping, loop closure, feature extraction and matching, outlier rejection, and system initialization. We then discuss about the decentralized architecture where the communication load should be carefully addressed. The most challenging issue in decentralized architecture is how to design efficient distributed algorithms to solve the inter-camera operation or map optimization problems. Though we have witnessed a notable progress has been made in some aspects in recent years, further research is still required to enable decentralized architecture being applied to real-world cases.
Currently there might be two major areas to which multi-agent visual SLAM could be applied. The first area is the robotics. An excellent survey on multi-agent SLAM on robotics systems has been presented [89] .
The recent survey paper [90] offers a throughout review on key techniques on swarm aerial robots, including modeling, control, and sensing. As we can see in [90] , multi-agent visual SLAM has shown a great potential in both mapping and state estimation in GNSS-denied environments. The other area is VR and AR. Involving multiple users in a VR/AR application has been receiving increasingly interest in recently years [91] , such that multi-agent visual SLAM will be an important topic in the next stage of SLAM research.
In conclusion, this survey aims to provide researchers an overall view of multi-agent visual SLAM.
There are still many related topics or research problems not covered or not deeply investigated in this survey. Nevertheless, we hope our survey could provide a good starting point for the future research on multi-agent visual SLAM.
